New On DVD & Blu-Ray

Journey 2 The Mysterious Island The follow-up to the 2008 hit! The new
journey begins when young adventurer Sean (Josh Hutcherson) receives a
coded distress signal from a mysterious island where no island should exist a place of trange life forms, mountains of gold, deadly volcanoes, and more
than one astonishing secret. Unable to stop him from going, Sean's new
stepfather (Dwayne Johnson) joins the quest. Together with a helicopter
pilot (Luis Guzman) and his beautiful, strong-willed daughter (Vanessa
Hudgens), they set out to find the island, rescue its lone inhabitant and
escape before seismic shockwaves force the island under the sea and bury
its treasures forever. Warner
Thin Ice A salesman in a slump turns to a life of crime in this comedy-drama
from filmmaker Jill Sprecher. Mickey Prohaska (Greg Kinnear) is an insurance
salesman living and working in rural Wisconsin. Mickey likes to believe that
he's a talented salesman who can talk anyone in to buying a policy, but the
truth is his career has hit the skids, he's struggling to make ends meet, and
his divorce from his wife Jo Ann (Lea Thompson) has shaken his confidence.
Mickey and his new partner Bob Egan (David Harbour) are able to sell a
policy to elderly farmer Gorvy Hauer (Alan Arkin), though Gorvy seems
more interested in having someone come by and fix his television than
discussing his financial future. One day, Mickey is paying Gorvy a visit when
he makes a remarkable discovery the old violin in his living room is a
vintage one worth $30,000. Seeing an easy payday, Mickey begins hatching
a scheme to get the instrument away from Gorvy and into the hands of a
violin dealer, but his plan gets more complicated at every turn and
eventually goes from difficult to dangerous. Fox
New York Giants: Road to XLVI For the second time in five years, the New
York Football Giants are world champions! Now the original network
broadcasts of the Giants' entire 2011 playoff run are yours to own in this
exciting four-DVD set New York Giants: Road to XLVI. All the big moments
from the Giants' thrilling playoff ride are here - from the stifling 4th-down
stands against Atlanta, to the stunning Hail Mary reception in Green Bay, to
the special teams heroics in San Francisco, to the crowning glory of the
Giants' brilliant final drive against New England in Super Bowl XLVI. It was a
season to be savored for the Big Blue faithful. Over these four games, New
York captured the imagination of an entire nation and their story became a
new chapter in the championship history of the NFL's flagship franchise.
New York Giants: Road to XLVI is a must-have for any Giants fan. Vivendi
Rogue River Taking a trip into the isolated wilderness of Oregon to scatter
her father's ashes, Mara meets a kindly older gentleman, Jon, who offers to
give her a ride after she discovers her car has been towed by the local
sheriff. She begrudgingly accepts, only to be later abducted by him and
subjected to various methods of emotional and physical torture. Risking
everything to escape this hell, she won't stop running until she finds safety.
Stars Michelle Page, Art Alexakis, Chris Coy, Michael Cudlitz. Lionsgate
Episodes First Season Husband and wife writing team Sean and Beverly
can't wait to bring their successful British television series across the pond
to make it big in America. But in true Hollywood fashion, it quickly becomes
a laughable, clichéd sitcom - starring none other than Matt LeBlanc. Matt
not only messes with their beloved show, he rocks the foundation of their
relationship. So now, even if they survive the absurdity of show business,
will their marriage survive Matt LeBlanc? Don't miss a single episode of
Episodes on DVD! Showtime/Paramount
Hit So Hard As the acclaimed drummer of Courtney Love's seminal rock
band Hole, Patty Schemel was right in the middle of all of it. The openly gay
woman who always felt "different" never dreamed she would be part of a
multi-platinum selling band, touring with legends, or on the cover of Rolling
Stone. Or that, thanks to drug addiction, she could lose it all. Hit So Hard
tells the story of Patty's rise to fame (and nearly fatal fall from it), with no
punches pulled... and it's one hell of a story. Told with insider interviews and
stunningly intimate, never-before-seen footage shot by Patty and her
friends (Patty was given a Hi-8 camera just before Hole's infamous Live
Through This world tour), Hit So Hard is not only an all-access backstage
pass to the music that shaped a generation, but a harrowing tale of
overnight success, the cost of addiction, and ultimately, recovery and
redemption. Well Go USA
Before and After A murder. A suspect. A shadow ofia doubt. Two of
Hollywood's brightest stars, Meryl Streep (The Hours, Adaptation) and Liam
Neeson (Gangs of New York, Schindler's List), deliver spellbinding
performances in this riveting, suspense-filled thriller! A small, close-knit
community is rocked by a shocking murder - and the only suspect is the
teenage son of a respected local family. Suddenly, Dr. Carolyn Ryan (Streep)
and her husband Ben (Neeson) are faced with a gut-wrenching dilemma:
Whether to risk everything on their son's innocence... or protect him from
his possible guilt! Devastating yet powerfully entertaining, you're sure to
agree with critics everywhere who found Before and After thrilling from
beginning to end! Anchor Bay
D.O.A. Time. It's running out for Dexter Cornell (Dennis Quaid). He has just
24 hours to find out who poisoned him... and why. In his bizarre and deadly
search, everyone has a secret. Everyone is a suspect. Even the woman (Meg
Ryan) who loves him. Directed by Rocky Morton and Annabel Jankel,
creators of superstar "Max Headroom," D.O.A. pulsates with explosive action
and sizzling performances by Quaid and Ryan, two people who find
themselves suddenly living on the edge. It's a night on the run, filled with
fear, danger... and passion. Anchor Bay
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I Melt With You Four friends come together for a reunion that leads them
down a self-destructive path in this drama. Jonathan (Rob Lowe), Richard
(Thomas Jane), Ron (Jeremy Piven), and Tim (Christian McKay) are four men
in their mid-forties who have known each other since they went to college
together. Each year, they reunite for a vacation, renting a beach house in
California and engaging in as much drug- and alcohol-fueled carousing as
they can tolerate. While they seem happy on the surface, in truth all four are
deeply troubled; Jonathan is a doctor whose specialty is writing
prescriptions for the right price, Richard is a teacher still mourning his
unsuccessful career as a novelist, Ron is a commodities trader in trouble
with the law, and Tim feels lost and purposeless in his life. Over the course of
their holiday, the friends will be touched by an unexpected tragedy and
shocked by revelations that change the way they view one another.
Magnolia
Blade Of Kings A sequel to the successful, 2003 action fantasy Twins Effect
in name only, this stylized, special effects-heavy martial arts adventure finds
a humble boy embarking on an epic journey to claim his rightful position on
the throne of a vast kingdom. Enraged by tales of a young warrior who
legend states will rise to end her diabolical reign over Huadu, the wicked
Empress (Qu Ying) and her eunuch high priest (Daniel Wu) dispatch skilled
assassin Blue Bird (Gillian Chung) to prevent the prophecy from coming to
pass. Later, Blue Bird clashes swords with irritable slave trader 13th Young
Master (Charlene Choi), but the two rivals decide to join forces after
realizing they have a common goal. When Blue Bird and 13th Young Master
cross paths with Blockhead (Wilson Chen) and Charcoal Head (Jaycee Chan,
son of Jackie), they realize that one of the boys is the one prophesized to
wield the mythical sword Excalibur, and defeat the evil Empress. Upon
realizing that Charcoal Head is the legendary warrior in the flesh, Blue Bird
and 13th Young Warrior join him on his treacherous quest to become the
rightful ruler of Huadu. Well Go USA
Suicide Room A series of humiliating events 100 days before his graduation
pushes privileged Dominik into the virtual world for comfort. He begins
spending all his time as an avatar in the "Suicide Room," but soon his online
adventures begin to dangerously bleed into his real life. Breathtaking
animated sequences draw the viewer into the virtual world portrayed in this
psychological drama of a teenager trying to escape the torment of bullying.
Wolfe
Gone Fishin When this pair hooks up, even theifish are laughing! This
hilarious hit stars Danny Glover (Lethal Weapon Series) and Joe Pesci (My
Cousin Vinny, Lethal Weapon II & III) as the funniest fishermen ever to throw
out a line! Best buddies Gus (Glover) and Joe (Pesci) eagerly anticipate
another quiet, relaxing fishing trip. Only things don't go quite as they
planned! Instead, they innocently create an unstoppable series of
outrageous mishaps, destroying everything in their wake! Catch all the
crowd-pleasing fun and nonstop laughs as these pals land in one comic
disaster after another...and deliver one of the wildest comedy adventures in
years! Anchor Bay
Holy Man The always hilarious Eddie Murphy stars with Jeff Goldblum and
Kelly Preston in a refreshingly funny hit that elevates shopping to a nearly
religious experience! A stressed-out senior executive at the Good Buy home
shopping channel, Ricky Hayman is praying for a miracle that will lift the
network's lousy ratings and save his job. Then, from out of nowhere, G walks
into his life! An outrageous, self-styled inspirational guru with a knack for
showing up where he isn't exactly wanted, G proceeds to wander in front of
the cameras just long enough to exude the irresistible star quality that will
make him the sales-boosting savior Ricky's network has been looking for!
Also featuring a host of well-known celebrities In a sidesplitting series of
comic infomercials - you're bound to be another satisfied customer with
nothing but praise for Holy Man! Anchor Bay
Born Yesterday Academy Award nominee Melanie Griffith (1988 Best
Actress-Working Girl) stars as Billie Dawn, a Las Vegas showgirl whose lack of
sophistication embarrasses her Washington, D.C., millionaire boyfriend
(John Goodman-The Babe). He, in turn, hires a handsome and well-educated
journalist (Don Johnson-Guilty As Sin) to help smarten her up. In no time at
all, the millionaire gets much more than he bargains for! And as Billie
blossoms into an independent thinker, sparks fly as she uses her learning to
turn the nation's capital upside down! You're sure to love Born Yesterday-the
hilariously delightful comedy hit that proves you should never
underestimate the power of an underestimated woman! Anchor Bay
Mr. Wrong He loved her from afar. It wasn't far enough.Here's the
outrageous and hilarious comedy that matches one of America's hottest
comics - Ellen Degeneres - with handsome comedy favorite Bill Pullman
(While You Were Sleeping). Together, they deliver a riotously funny look at
the agonizing dating games of the '90s! He seems like Ellen's perfect dream
date... until he unexpectedly turns her hopeful search for Mr. Right into the
nightmare of winding up with Mr. Wrong! With a first-rate cast and a hot hit
soundtrack adding to the fun, critics and audiences nationwide couldn't
stop laughing along with this sidesplitting comedy hit! Anchor Bay
Terminal Velocity Dynamic Charlie Sheen ( The Three Musketeers, Young
Guns) delivers fast-paced excitement to this high-flying action-adventure!
Sheen stars as Ditch Brodie, a daredevil skydiving instructor who falls hard
when a sexy, mysterious beauty ( nastassja Kinski) walks through his door
looking for a lesson - and apparently plunges to her death during a
parachute jump! Suddenly, Sheen finds himself hurled headlong into a
nightmare world of intrigue and deceit - caught in a deadly game of cat and
mouse with the Russian mafia! With pulse-pounding suspense and
sensational skydiving, high-speed adventure doesn't move any faster than
Terminal Velocity! Anchor Bay

